The Bible Lies when it Promises you Eternal Life

Christianity lies and promises people "eternal life" if they bow down and became slaves and beasts of burden for this program of the Jewish race.

The question is: if this "god" of Jewish Christianity wanted to give people eternal life then why didn't it just allow Adam and Eve to eat from the Tree of ETERNAL LIFE?

This shows the other lie. Adam and Eve supposedly already had eternal life, and they lost this after eating from the Tree of Good and Evil. If they already had eternal life then they didn't need to eat from the tree of Eternal Life. It was the panic of this happening, and Adam and Eve becoming immortal, that produced YHVH's reaction to stop them from obtaining Eternal Life from the start.

Because as shown by the Torah which encodes within this; the eating of this tree is the 666, the symbol of Eternal Life, the Light Body. As YHVH warns: if Adam and Eve ate from this tree of Eternal Life they would become gods and YHVH would have no power over them. That was the sin to the Jewish race, the YHVH. That of the Gentiles obtaining eternal life which can only be done by the Light Body or becoming a god.

Our actual Gods want humans to become such gods and even taught us how. The living God Thoth taught humans how to become what YHVH fears, that of gods.

"One of Thoth's scrolls from which fragments remain is called "The Book of Breathings" which teaches humans how to become gods through spells [mantras] and control of the breath [pranayama]" [1]

The enemy program of the Bible destroyed Egypt culturally along with this knowledge with the burning of the library of Alexandria and the twenty years war it waged against Egypt, killing thousands and destroying every Temple and scroll with this knowledge on it they could find. All because they don't want you to have this. As they write in their Torah, they can't be gods over us Gentiles IF WE HAVE THIS KNOWLEDGE.

If one studies the Oral Torah which is called Kabala, or even reads the plain text in the Jewish Torah, it's all the same: the enemy wants to remove this knowledge from humanity and damn us to death and suffering. The only way out is to spread the message to others peacefully and to do the Reverse Torah Rituals and work on yourselves spiritually with the meditations.

Sources:
Christ in Egypt, D.M. Murdock
SoulSnipes wrote:
For the magnum opus... does death have to happen before the steps are undertaken?? or are the preliminary steps there to prevent death? having open chakras prevent this, or is it the proper circulation of the energy>?

Why would you have to die in order to become immortal.....
That kind of makes it pointless.

Yes the Bible promises people eternal life in a physical body. However, something Christians don't want to admit because this triggers them on a deep level: The Bible states when you physically die you just sleep in the grave till that day jeboo brings you back to life. The Christians want the promise of life in some fairy world because they are terrified of their own mortality.
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